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Irish nationalism is a nationalistic ideology which asserts that the Irish people are a cohesive people.It grew
more potent during Ireland's time as a dominion of Britain, which ultimately lead to most of the island
seceding from the United Kingdom in 1921. Politically, Irish nationalism gave way to many factions which
created conflict, often violent, throughout the island.
Irish nationalism - Wikipedia
Ulster nationalism is a school of thought in Northern Ireland politics that seeks the independence of Northern
Ireland from the United Kingdom without joining the Republic of Ireland, thereby becoming an independent
sovereign state separate from both.. Independence has been supported by groups such as Ulster Third Way
and some factions of the Ulster Defence Association.
Ulster nationalism - Wikipedia
The Irish Whales were; John Flanagan, Simon Gillis, Pat McDonald, Paddy Ryan, Martin Sheridan, Matt
McGrath and Con Walsh. Gillis was the only Whale not born inIreland, he was born in Nova Scotia of Irish
parents.
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